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PTC3080 
Portable Tactical Crosscom 

Ready for Tactical Voice & Data 

Portable Tactical Crosscom - PTC3080 is our latest mission critical Tactical Low 
Band radio ready for voice and data communication in order to meet soldier 
operation in the demanding operation.  
 
MANET Technology and Simultaneous Voice & Data  
The radio provides the demanding mission critical features for soldier in order to 
meet Adhoc operation for Quick response operation.  The radio is rich with it 
owns features such as Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) technology and 
simultaneous voice and data. 
 
Other Rich Feature 
In order to monitor the personnel location, the radio is equipped with GPS receiver 
for the automatic position, VOX, tactical short data message and software 
application for image transfer. 

Software Defined Radio (SDR) architecture 
The radio is designed with Software Defined Radio (SDR) architecture which 
supports Combat Net Radio (CNR), Voice Relay Network (VRN) and Packet Radio 
Network (PRN) up to 32 nodes.   

Compact and Ruggedized Design  
The radio is designed with stylish compact, lightweight and ruggedized IP68, MIL-
STD-461F and MIL STD 810G that made it reliable for the demanding operation. 

PTC3080 
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ADVANCED WAVEFORMS 
Combat Net Radio (CNR) 
CNR’s primary role is voice or data transmission in 
battlefield via point to point/ point to multi-points 
communication. The CNR attributes 4 modes: FM 
(Frequency Modulation), FF (Fixed Frequency), FH 
(Frequency Hopping), FCS (Free Channel Search) and 
MEC (Minimum Essential Communication). Voice or Data 

Voice Relay Network (VRN) 
VRN extends voice communication distance by chaining,
resolves the communication issues in complicated 
scenarios, for example underground, jungle and trench.
The VRN can be spread up to 6 hops relaying in both FF 
and FH modes. 

Voice 

Packet Radio Network (PRN) 
PRN mainly serves as data transmission for man to machine
and machine to machine in battlefield. Based on Mobile Ad-
Hoc Network (MANET) technology, the PRN contains abilities 
of decentralization, self-healing, self-forming, dynamic 
topology and simultaneous voice and data. The transmission 
distance can be stretched significantly by up to 6 hops in 32 
nodes at maximum. Voice 

Data 

Product Highlights  
Frequency Hopping (FH) 
The radio contains a frequency hopping rate of 
1,000 hops per second which ensures the 
communication can be succeeded with up to 70 %
of working band interfered, whereas the 
communication distance will not be degraded. 

Free Channel Search (FCS) 
FCS mode is intended for operations that requires 
frequency agility in a high-noise or wideband radio-
jamming environment. 

Ruggedized 
The radios and theirs accessories are certified MIL-
STD-810G, with an improved waterproof capability of 
submersion in 2 meters water for up to 4 hours. 

Optimized Battery Performances 
Continuously working for at least 12 hours (1:1:8, 
3,800mAh) for the handheld radio through the 
unique adaptive energy saving technique. The 
operation temperature can be expanded to -40°C ~ 
+65°C by adopting the low temperature battery. 

GPS build-in 
GPS build-in module enables Team Leaders at the
tactical level to track individual soldier position
location information (PLI), enabling situational
awareness. 

Separate Button 
Power and volume buttons are separated along both 
sides of PTT button to prevent mistakenly touch. 

Small Size 
Small-profile (220H×72.5W×36.5D) and lightweight
(<600g) for the handheld radio design guarantees
portable capability in the front-line. 

OLED Screen 
OLED screen provides high brightness, wider
viewing range, and readable capability under direct
sunlight. 
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SPECIFICATION 

GENERAL TRANSMITTER 

Frequency Range 

Channels 

30-87.975MHz Power Output 0.5/2/4W 

≤ -65dBc 2320 at 25kHz spacing 

100 total/15 selectable from switch 

50Ω 

Spurious Emission 

Harmonic Suppression 

Frequency Stability 

Net Preset ≤ -45dBc 
RF Output Impedance 

FM Deviation 

± 0.5ppm 

5.6kHz ±1kHz 

CNR/VRN/PRN/LINK 

FM/GMSK/CPM 

AES 256/Customized 

SELP 

Waveforms RECEIVER 

Transmission Modes 

COMSEC 

Sensitivity ≤ -118dBm (SINAD=12dB) 

≥ 92dB IF Rejection 

Vocoder Adjacent Channel Rejection 

Audio Power 

≥ 50dB 

Data Rate ≤ 48kbps 2W (16Ω) 

Data Interface 

Operational Battery Life (1:1:8) 

RS232 Audio Distortion 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
Temperature 

≤ 3% 
Handheld: ≥ 12H; 

Weight(with battery/ without antenna)Handheld: ≤ 0.6kg; -45°C to +70°C 

Dimensions(H×W×D) 
(with battery/ without antenna) 

Handheld: 220×72.5×36.5mm Ingress Protection 
Immersion 

IP68 
2m, 4H 

ELECTRONIC PROTECTION MEASURE (EPM) 
EMC/EMI 

ECCM 

MIL-STD-461F 

Shock & Vibration MIL-STD-810G 

FH/FCS 

Hopping Rate 1,000hops/s 

Initial Synchronization Time 
Synchronization Reliability 

≤80ms 
≥ 98% 

ACCESSORIES 

1.3m Handheld 
Radio Antenna 

Whip Antenna 3800 mAh Li-Ion 
Handheld Radio Battery

Palm Microphone 
with Display 

Key Fill Gun Hearing Defender 
Tactical Headset 

All specifications are tested according to applicable standards and subject to
change without due to continuous development. KomBoss retains right to 
change the product design and specification. Should any printing mistake 
occur, KomBoss doesn’t bear relevant responsibility. 
Little difference between real product and product indicated by printing
materials will occur by printing reason. 

FEATURES 
Frequency Hopping (FH) 
Free Channel Search (FCS) 
GPS Software Application (Optional) 
AES 256 bit Software Encryption (Optional) 
Customized Encryption Board (Optional) l 

KomBoss Pte Ltd  
60 Paya Lebar Road, #13-29 Paya Lebar Square,  
Singapore 409051  
Email: enquiry@Komboss.net, www.Komboss.net 
Tel : +65 6222 2821 

 
 

Smart charger 
with Adapter 

Chest Pack Single-Muff 
Lightweight 

Tactical Headset 


